
Why vital water?

Our drinking water today is constantly being reused. It comes into contact with all sorts of substances, such as 
drug residues and pesticides. The radiation emitted by radio masts and power cables also has a negative effect on 

drinking water.

Mains water is artificially purified. All waste products are thereby removed from the water. However, this artificial 
purification leaves the molecular structure of the water unchanged. As a result, the vibration frequencies of waste 

products remain present in the mains water. If we vitalise this water, the molecular structure of the water is 
rearranged and all the encumbering information is removed: the water regains its vitality! 

How does our vitaliser work?

In our vitaliser the water passes through a diabolo-shaped ceramic core. The water moves in a spiral (vortex 
motion), a movement which water makes in nature as well. An implosion occurs at the absolute centre of this 

vortex. This implosion rearranges the water’s molecular structure. The water is now back in the form which nature 
intended and all the encumbering information has been removed. Vital water contains energy and life force again.

Benifits of vital water

Water is used throughout the home, for drinking, showers and cooking. But water is also essential on the farm, on 
the land and in the sheds, in the greenhouse, at school, in healthcare, in factories, in offices, in construction and in 

the catering industry. Vital water offers benefits in all these places!

Vital water ensures a better uptake of vitamins, minerals and other nutrients. It is also softer, denser and 
delicious to drink. Vital water has a cleansing working. Diseases and harmful bacteria can get virtually no hold on 
vital water, and there is little or no limescale deposited. Drinking vital water makes animals more energised and 

calmer. The root structure of plants grows and their fruits have more flavour. With vital water the use of artificial 
fertilisers, pesticides and drugs can be kept to a minimum

Vital water 
is water the way nature intended.

Vital water 
improves the quality of life for people, plants and animals.

Vital water
is good for you, and also tastes great!

Want vital water in your home or business? One vitaliser is enough for an entire house or business. We also 
offer vitalisers with a greater capacity than our standard range for companies which consume a lot of water. Our 
vitaliser can easily be installed by a engineer. A vitaliser consumes no power, requires no maintenance and lasts 

a lifetime. Interested in raising awareness of vital water in your country or region? Vitaal Water is still looking for 
ambassadors and vitaliser dealers in various countries.

 
Please also feel free to contact us with any other questions. We will be delighted to help.
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